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Test fit parts before gluing! Wash parts with warm soapy water before starting. Use Cyano-Acrylate (superglue) to glue parts.
Use hot water if you need to fix any warps. Lightly sand and prime resin parts before painting. Have fun!
Check out WWW.Aircraftresourcecenter.com for tips on building models. Learn, teach and share pictures of your models at ARCs Discussion forum.
These instructions show how to use the included parts for the splitter plates.
Visit my website for additional instructions on how to modify the kit intake parts to make them much more accurate.
Cut out the provided templates and hold them tightly in position. Use a sharp needle and poke holes through
the paper at the front, rear, top and bottom edge of each of the pad locations. Remove template. Apply black
watercolor to highlight the marks. Apply a small drop of solvent cement to the fuselage to soften the plastic.
Locate and press pad in place. Test fit finished intake assy.
Apply a small drop of superglue to secure pad in place.

Bottom

Snap pad off sprue, lay flat on 1200 grit paper, use sticky tape
and lightly drag on paper to remove sprue attachment.
Bottom brace gets bent.
All others are straight.

Trim to fit as shown

Top

Remove corner to fit.

Remove kit blades leaving the mounting
brackets as shown. Mount the resin blades
nearly flush with the front edge.
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Sand edges of included strip styrene (.020" X .030")
to create a slight airfoil shape:
Cut strip to lengths indicated and glue in place.
The glued on strip can be carefully sanded to exact
.096" fit length by very lightly sanding with 400 grit paper.
Not fun or easy but with a light touch can be
accomplished...

